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Abstract: Tandem repeats (TRs) are important components of eukaryotic genomes; they have both
structural and functional roles: (i) they form essential chromosome structures such as centromeres
and telomeres; (ii) they modify chromatin structure and affect transcription, resulting in altered
gene expression and protein abundance. There are established links between variations in TRs
and incompatibilities between species, evolutionary development, chromosome mis-segregation,
aging, cancer outcomes and different diseases. Given the importance of TRs, it seemed essential
to develop an efficient, sensitive and automated application for the identification of all kinds of
TRs in various genomic sequences. Here, we present our new GRM application for identifying
TRs, which is designed to overcome all the limitations of the currently existing algorithms. Our
GRM algorithm provides a straightforward identification of TRs using the frequency domain but
avoiding the mapping of the symbolic DNA sequence into numerical sequence, and using key string
matching, but avoiding the statistical methods of locally optimizing individual key strings. Using the
GRM application, we analyzed human, chimpanzee and mouse chromosome 19 genome sequences
(RefSeqs), and showed that our application was very fast, efficient and simple, with a powerful
graphical user interface. It can identify all types of TRs, from the smallest (2 bp) to the very large, as
large as tens of kilobasepairs. It does not require any prior knowledge of sequence structure and does
not require any user-defined parameters or thresholds. In this way, it ensures that a full spectrum
of TRs can be detected in just one step. Furthermore, it is robust to all types of mutations in repeat
copies and can identify TRs with various complexities in the sequence pattern. From this perspective,
we can conclude that the GRM application is an efficient, sensitive and automated method for the
identification of all kinds of TRs.

Keywords: tandem repeats; variations; higher order repeats; human genome

1. Introduction

Repetitive DNA is an important component of eukaryotic genomes, comprising more
than 50% of the genome size in most species [1,2]. It is composed of a large number of
different classes of repetitive DNA sequences, either dispersed or arranged in tandem [2–4].
Among tandem repetitive DNA, there are moderately repetitive DNAs, such as ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) and protein-coding gene families or short tandem telomeric repeats, as well
as highly repetitive non-coding microsatellite and satellite sequences [3].

Tandem repeats (TRs) have a propensity to mutate and become polymorphic by
expansion or contraction in the number of repeat units. This may be due to slippage during
DNA replication, unequal crossing-over during recombination, or the imprecise repair of
double-strand DNA breaks [5–7]. Tandem repeats appear in two different structural forms:
as the TRs of individual head-to-tail monomers, forming monomeric arrays, and as the TRs
of nmer higher order repeats (HOR): copies consisting of TRs of n head-to-tail monomers.
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Divergence among HOR copies in a HOR array is small, below ~5%, while divergence
among monomers within each HOR copy is sizably larger, 20–40% [8–10].

The significance of repetitive DNA in the genome is not completely understood, and it
has been considered to have both structural and functional roles. Various TR arrays are
generally found in heterochromatin and form essential chromosome structures such as
centromeres and telomeres [11,12]. Tandem repeat DNAs are implicated in centromeric
functions, such as segregation in mitosis and meiosis, essential during cell division, the
pairing of homologous chromosomes, sister chromatid attachment and the formation of
kinetochore structures. In addition, the most interesting potential role of TRs is gene
regulation, related to a general concept that the regulatory system of genomes is encoded
in networks of repetitive sequence relationships [13,14]. If present in upstream regula-
tory regions, TRs can modify the chromatin structure and affect transcription, resulting
in altered gene expression and protein abundance [5,15–20]. In this sense, there are es-
tablished links between TRs and phenotypes in a wide range of organisms, including
humans [21]. For example, TR derepression is associated with cancer outcomes [22], chro-
mosome mis-segregation and aneuploidy [23] and aging [24]. In addition, a variation in
TR copy number has been associated with genetic incompatibilities between species [25],
evolutionary development [26–28] and with different diseases, such as fragile-X mental
retardation [29], Huntington’s disease [30], myotonic dystrophy [31], spinal and bulbar
muscular atrophy [32] and Friedreich’s ataxia [33].

Given the importance of the known and potential biological roles of TRs and their
usefulness in other biological studies, the identification and analysis of all types of TRs are
currently of substantial interest. From this perspective, it seemed essential to us to develop
an efficient and sensitive algorithm for the identification of all kinds of TRs in various
genomic sequences.

A vast range of algorithms already exists for the direct or indirect detection of TRs
in DNA sequence [34–49]. In general, all TR detection algorithms can be divided into
two main categories: flexible statistical string-matching algorithms, and signal process-
ing algorithms. Although these algorithms use a whole range of different methods and
powerful analysis tools developed in traditional signal processing, all suffer from signifi-
cant limitations. Some of the relevant observed problems that are analyzed and pointed
out in Refs. [36,40–45,48–51] could be summarized as follows. Statistical string-matching
algorithms have problems with: (i) repeats containing sizeable substitutions and/or in-
sertions/deletions, (ii) repeats having very large repeat units (above 2 kb), (iii) several
overlapping possible repeat structures, and (iv) excessive running time. Signal-processing
algorithms have problems with (i) numerical artifacts, (ii) the poor resolution of spectral
analyses and (iii) significant background noise that masks information. In general, because
of the approximate, polymorphic and copy number variant nature of repeat units, the
identification of TRs is a very complex problem, and different algorithms exhibit different
degrees of robustness for various types of repeats [50]. Accordingly, in order to detect as
many different types of polymorphic repeats as possible, some algorithms introduce an
arbitrarily threshold, as well as user-defined parameters, which influence the results. In
this way, depending on the choice of parameters/thresholds, the algorithms identify only
one part of the TRs (for example, only small ones, or only approximately regular ones) and
ignore the others. Therefore, it is clear that there still remains a high potential for improving
the efficiency of different methods and algorithms for TR detection.

Here, we present our new GRM algorithm, and accompanying GRM application,
which is designed to overcome all of the above-mentioned limitations: (i) it does not require
any prior knowledge of the sequence structure (ii) it does not use any arbitrary or user-
defined parameters/thresholds; (iii) it is robust to substitutions and insertions/deletions,
as well as to the various complexities of the sequence pattern; (iv) it is applicable to all
repeat units, from very small to very large, as large as tens of kilobasepairs; (v) it is very
fast (detection of all the TRs in an average size (50 Mbps) chromosome takes less than a
minute on a personal computer).
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Our new GRM algorithm incorporates the main ideas presented in [50,52,53], with
significant modifications and extensions to achieve the goal of the detection and extraction
of all the TRs in one step. The main advantage of the new algorithm is that, unlike the
previous one, it is fully automated and does not require any prior knowledge of the
sequence, or any knowledge of GRM diagram analysis. The user of the GRM application
simply loads the DNA sequence and gets a report of all the TRs in a given sequence,
their positions, TR copy numbers, TR lengths and the TR sequences broken down into
repetitive units.

Science is entering into a new era of genomics, with high-resolution maps based on
long reads, where centromeric regions are accurately represented [54]. Now, in centromeric
regions, canonical HOR units, many structural variant types with a high variation in
relative frequency, have become accessible and prompted the development of new software
programs to precisely find or characterize TR using DNA-sequencing data. Global Repeat
Map is just such a novel software, which enables the precise identification of complex
repeats [55,56]. Complete sequencing requires highly sophisticated software for its analysis.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Materials and Methods, we
present a new GRM algorithm. In Results, we present the usage of the GRM application
for the entire sequence of human, chimpanzee and mouse chromosome 19. Finally, in
Discussion, we describe directions for future research and development and the possible
improvements of the application.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Algorithm Outline

In the first step, we create a N − k dimensional array, A =
{

ai, . . . , aN−k
}

, of three-
dimensional vectors

ai =
(

ai
1, ai

2, ai
3

)
, i ∈ [1, N − k] (1)

where N is the length of the observed sequence, and k is the length of the key string
(k = 8). The first component of each vector in array contains the vector’s position in the
sequence (ai

1 = i), and the second component of each vector contains an integer value of
the subsequence with the length of 8 bps whose first nucleotide is at the position ai

1, i.e.,
ai

2 = int
(
sequence.substring

(
ai

1, 8
))

(Figure 1). The third component, ai
3, represents the

fragment’s length in bps, and its value is calculated in the next step.
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step of the GRM algorithm.

In the second step, we sort array A→ A′ on two levels; the criterion for the first sorting
level is the second vector’s component, ai

2, and the criterion for the second sorting level
is the first vector’s component, ai

1. In this way, all vectors with ai
2 = int(AAAAAAAA)

end up at the beginning of the array (sorted by the first component ai
1), and all vectors

with ai
2 = int(TTTTTTTT) end up at the end of the array (also sorted by the first

component ai
1). Note that, in the sorted array, the first component of the vector generally

no longer corresponds to its position in the sequence, i.e., a′ i1 6= i. Next, we subtract the first
components of all adjacent vectors and write down the difference in the third component
of minuend vector, i.e., a′ i3 = a′ i1 − a′ i+1

2 . Because all adjacent vectors in the sorted array
have identical second component, a′ i2, the difference written in a′ i3 actually represents the
minimum distance between two identical key strings in a sequence, which is known as
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a fragment length. The exceptions are adjacent vectors in which the second component
changes (for example, from int(AAAAAAAA) to int(AAAAAAAC)), in which case we
assign zero to the the third component of the minuend.

In the third step, we sort back array A′ by the first component a′ i1 to get the initial array
A in which now each vector has its fragment length written in the third component. In this
array, the position of each vector again corresponds to its first component, i.e., ai

1 = i. Next,
we divide resulting array in smaller subarrays of variable length Bj =

{
aj, . . . , aj+n}

where n is integer between 100 and 2000. In the case of large n, the resulting subarray can
contain more different TRs and the most dominant TR could saturate the others. On the
other hand, too small value of n would result in excessive algorithm running time. We
bypass this conundrum by starting each subarray with sufficiently small n = 100 bp,
calculate its GRM diagram, and increase n as long as only peaks of one TR and its multiples
are present in the GRM diagram. As the upper limit of this procedure, we took the length
n = 2000 bp, because for a too large subarray, noise in the GRM diagram can mask new
peaks, i.e., a new TR. In this way, we ensure that the algorithm detects all TRs without
spending too much running time in the following steps.

In the fourth step, we use the GRM diagram of each subarray from last step. By
identifying the prominent GRM peak (fragment lengths with higher frequency), we detect
dominant subarray’s TR unit and its multiples. Next, we merge all adjacent subarrays,
which have approximately same dominant TR units or their multiples, into larger subarrays,
because they contain the same TRs and therefore should be considered, in the next step, as
the same subarray.

In the last step, for each subarray, we identify most frequent vectors that have the same
second component and the third component equal to the dominant fragment length. Using
the second component of these vectors (now converted back in an 8 bp string) as a cutting
string (or “computer enzyme”), we cut the sequence in each subarray into TRs’ basic units,
analyze them and display results in the report (Figure 2a, Supplementary Tables S1–S3).
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Figure 2. (a) The report listing of all TRs in the observed sequence. (b) The GRM diagram of the
subarray in which chosen TR (No. 251, Repeat unit 19 bp, Supplementary Table S1) was found. (c) The
report with the repetitive sequence (No. 22, repeat unit 19 bp, Supplementary Table S1) displayed as
a series of basic repetitive units (19 bp).

2.2. Application Usage and Output

The GRM graphical user interface application is freely available at http://genom.hazu.
hr/tools.html, accessed on 1 November 2022. As we mentioned before, the application

http://genom.hazu.hr/tools.html
http://genom.hazu.hr/tools.html
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does not require any user-defined threshold or parameters. Input to the application consists
simply of a sequence file in the fasta format (.fa) or any similar format with the header first
line (the name and/or sequence description), followed by a body. The body should consist
of a genomic sequence, which can be broken into lines (as in fasta file) or can also be in
one line. The sequence should generally consist of four nucleotides, A, C, G, T and the
symbol ‘N’ in possible places where the nucleotides have not yet been identified. All other
symbols within the sequence that may appear as a typo or ambiguity between two or more
nucleotides are converted during the load process into ‘N’s.

After the sequence-loading phase, the application autonomously goes through the
steps described in the Algorithm outline and, as a result, delivers a report listing all the
TRs in the observed sequence (Figure 2a). In the report, next to each identified TR, there is
the button that displays the GRM diagram (Figure 2b) of the subarray in which TR was
found and the button that displays the new report (Sequence report) with the repetitive
sequence itself (Figure 2c). In the Sequence report, the sequence is displayed over copies of
TR basic units obtained by a dominant key string obtained in the last step described in the
Algorithm outline. In each Sequence report, each nucleotide is colored with its own color
to make it easier for visual identification of deviations from the ideal TR copies, such as
deletions, insertions or substitution of individual or group nucleotides. The exceptions are
very long sequences of TRs that require a lot of time for coloring, and therefore they are
displayed without colors. In addition, at the bottom of the main report (Figure 2a) there are
two buttons, the button for exporting the entire main report, and the button for exporting
all TR sequences in one file.

3. Results

As a case study, we analyzed three whole chromosome sequences: Homo sapiens chromo-
some 19, assembly GRCh38.p13 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_000019.10), Pan troglodytes
chromosome 19 assembly Clint_PTRv2 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_036898.1) and Mus
musculus chromosome 19, assembly GRCm39 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_000085.7)
(Table 1).

Table 1. Case study genome information for reference and representative genomes. Homo sapiens
assembly GRCh38.p13, Pan troglodytes assembly Clint_PTRv2 and Mus musculus assembly GRCm39.
Download sequences and annotation from GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/51,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/202, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/52, accessed
on 1 November 2022).

Loc Type Name RefSeq INSDC Size
(Mb) GC% Protein rRNA tRNA Other

RNA Gene Pseudogene

Homo sapiens Chr 19 NC_000019.10 CM000681.2 58.62 47.9 6944 - 6 2001 2494 527
Pan troglodytes Chr 19 NC_036898.1 CM009257.2 56.73 48.4 4949 - 7 834 1997 213
Mus musculus Chr 19 NC_000085.7 CM001012.3 61.42 43.1 2718 - 9 1041 1380 229

Due to size, the GRM report of all the TRs and their sequences is given in Supplementary Data
(for human chromosome 19 in Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Data S1, for
chimpanzee chromosome 19 in Supplementary Table S2 and Supplementary Data S2 and
for mouse chromosome 19 in Supplementary Table S3 and Supplementary Data S3). In the
following text, we analyze the results for human chromosome 19 in more detail, and then
we give a comparative analysis of the results for these three chromosomes.

3.1. Human Chromosome 19

Let us consider three characteristic TRs in human chromosome 19. We start with
No. 251 from Supplementary Table S1, TRs with repeat unit 19 bp (172 copies, RefSeq
NC_000019.10 position 3,172,558–3,176,417 bp). In the GRM diagram for the subsequence
containing these TRs (Figure 3a), prominent peaks appear for fragment lengths of 19 bp
and its multiples. The multiples of the 19 bp peak in the GRM diagram and the points at
the higher fragment lengths in the Fragment diagram (Figure 3b) occur due to different

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/51
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/202
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/52
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mutations (insertions, deletions, substitutions) in the components ai
2 (“key string”) of

the vectors ai. Due to these mutations, “key string” does not have its identical pair at a
TR length distance but finds it on multiples of these lengths (Figure 3b). In the case of
completely regular TRs, we would have all points at y = 39 bp in the Fragment graph
(Figure 3b), which would result in only one peak in the GRM diagram (Figure 3a). During
step four (Algorithm outline), we identify all major peaks, where the largest one defines
TR for the observed subarray, and other peaks help in the decision on possible merging
with the adjacent subarrays. At higher peaks for the observed 19bp TRs there is a shift in
one bp, which is the result of one nucleotide insertion in the basic repeat unit. By inspecting
sequence No. 251 in Supplementary Data S1, we can confirm that 19 bp TR is repeated with
lengths (19 bp, 19 bp, 20 bp, 19 bp, 20 bp, 20 bp, 19 bp, 19 bp, 19 bp, 19 bp, 20 bp, 19 bp,
19 bp, 20 bp, 19 bp, 20 bp, 19 bp, 19 bp, 20 bp, . . . ).
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Figure 3. GRM diagram (a) and Fragment diagram (b) for 19 bp TR subarray in human chromosome
19 (Supplementary Table S1, repeat No. 254). (a) Pronounced GRM peaks at n·19 bp correspond
to basic repeat unit of 19 bp and its multiples. Deviations from perfect multiples of the basic unit
occur due to insertions and deletions. (b) Each dot in the Fragment diagram corresponds to fragment
length (component ai

3 of vector ai) at that position (component ai
1 of vector ai). In the Fragment

diagram, the density of the points decreases with increasing multiples of the basic repetitive unit,
which corresponds to a decrease in the height of the peaks in corresponding GRM diagram.

The next example is No. 538, TRs with a basic repetitive unit of 7456 bp (three copies,
RefSeq NC_000019.10 position 8,743,683–8,766,063 bp) from Supplementary Table S1. In
the GRM diagram for THE subsequence containing these TRs (Figure 4a), there is only
one prominent peak (fragment lengths of 7456 bp) due to the small number of copies of
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these TRs and due to the relatively small mutual deviation of the individual TR copies.
All nucleotide substitutions in these copies are visible as small peaks in the GRM diagram
(Figure 4a) and as dispersed dots in the Fragment diagram (Figure 4b). The inserts in
Figure 4a,b show that, in addition to nucleotide substitutions, there are also nucleotide
deletions and insertions in different parts of the TR copies, which are manifested as smaller
peaks around the main 7456 bp peak in the GRM diagram, and as points around y = 7456 bp
in the Fragment diagram.
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Figure 4. GRM diagram (a) and Fragment diagram (b) for 7456 bp TR subarray in human chromosome
19 (Supplementary Table S1, repeat No. 538). (a) The pronounced GRM peak at 7456 bp corresponds
to basic repeat unit of 7456 bp. Insert gives magnified presentation of weak peaks around 7456 bp,
which are sizably screened by a 7456 bp peak. (b) Each dot in the Fragment diagram corresponds
to the fragment length (component ai

3 of vector ai) at that position (component ai
1 of vector ai).

Insert gives magnified presentation of points around 7456 bp, which are consequence of nucleotide
mutation in TR copies. In the Fragment diagram, most points are located around y = 7456 bp, which
corresponds to 7456 bp peak in the GRM diagram. The other points in the Fragment diagram create a
small noise, which is visible in the GRM diagram as tiny peaks.

The most interesting example is No. 1243, TRs with a repetitive unit 2896 bp (12 copies,
RefSeq NC_000019.10 position 24,412,442–24,447,210 bp), from Supplementary Table S1.
The GRM diagram (Figure 5a) and Fragment diagram (Figure 5b) reveal the basic monomer
units of length 171 bp that are organized as TRs of 17 mer (17·171 bp ≈ 2896 bp) into
higher order repeats (HOR), each consisting of 17 monomers. In general, for monomeric
arrays, frequencies of peaks at ~(basic monomer length)·n bp gradually decrease with
increasing n and a peak sizably above this background is an indication for HOR. In addition,
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due to the deletion and insertion of whole monomers in our 17 mer HOR copies, there
are noticeable peaks at fragment lengths 2724 bp (~171·16 bp) and 3067 bp (~171·18 bp)
(Figure 5a), respectively.
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Figure 5. GRM diagram (a) and Fragment diagram (b) for alpha satellite 2896 bp HOR subarray in
human chromosome 19 (Supplementary Table S1, repeat No. 1243). (a) Pronounced GRM peaks
that correspond to alpha satellite HORs are denoted. The pronounced GRM peak at 2896 bp is a
signature of 17 mer HOR (2896: 171 ≈ 17). (b) Each dot in the Fragment diagram corresponds to
fragment length (component ai

3 of vector ai) at that position (component ai
1 of vector ai). In the

Fragment diagram, most points are located around y = n·171 bp, which corresponds to multiples of
alfa satellite lengths and peaks in GRM diagram. The highest concentration of points is at y = 2896 bp,
which corresponds to 17 mer HOR length. There is also a smaller concentration of points at positions
5168 bp and 8513 bp, which are approximately multiples of 17 mer HOR length.

The 171 bp monomers are known as alpha satellite monomers [9] and they are the
most abundant constituent of centromeres in human and other primate chromosomes. In
particular, the centromeric region of human chromosomes contains alpha satellite DNA
composed of diverged monomers, some sections without, and some with a higher order
repeat structure (HORs) [57,58]. In pericentromeric regions, alpha satellite DNAs are
surrounded by arrays of “classical” satellites (satDNA 1–4) [59,60]. The GRM application
confirms these findings and shows that the centromere of the human chromosome 19 is
composed of 17 mer HOR (2746 bp), which is surrounded by a series of ~171 bp TRs
(Table 1, Supplementary Table S1 and Figure 6). In addition, as can be seen from Figure 6,
some of the ~171 bp alpha satellite arrays from Table 1 are organized into HORs, but their
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highest peak in GRM diagram is a ~171 bp peak, so the GRM application classified them as
~171 bp TRs.
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Figure 6. Fragment diagram for part of centromeric region of human chromosome 19. Each dot
in the Fragment diagram corresponds to the fragment length (component ai

3 of vector ai) at that
position (component ai

1 of vector ai). On the left side of the diagram the alpha satellite monomers are
organized in 17 mer HOR (2896: 171 ≈ 17) structures, in the middle in 13 mer HOR (2216: 171 ≈ 13)
structures and on the left in tandem monomeric arrays without any HOR structures.

3.2. Comparison of Human, Chimp and Mouse Chromosome 19 GRM Results

The GRM application found 3026 different arrays of TRs in human chromosome
19 (ReqSeq NC_000019.10), 2827 arrays of TRs in chimpanzee chromosome 19 (ReqSeq
NC_036898.1) and 7316 arrays of TRs in mouse chromosome 19 (ReqSeq NC_000085.7).
In total, in human chromosome 19 these TRs comprised 5,332,298 bp, in chimpanzee
chromosome 19, 3,044,102 bp, and in mouse chromosome 19, 7,399,221 bp. Given that
human, chimpanzee and mouse chromosome 19 have approximately the same number of
nucleotides, it is obvious that the mouse genome has, on average, the most TR arrays.

However, the distribution of repetitive DNA in these three organisms is significantly
different (Figure 7). While in mouse chromosome 19 the largest number of repeats come
from short TRs, in chimpanzee and human chromosome 19 a large proportion comes from
medium-long and long TRs. This is largely due to ~171 bp alpha satellite DNA, which
completely builds the centromeric and pericentromeric regions of chimpanzee and human
genomes [61]. In addition, as we have shown in example three, in the centromeric region of
human chromosome 19, parts of these alpha satellite monomers are organized into different
nmer HOR structures (Table 2, Figures 5 and 6).

On the other hand, although the chimpanzee’s centromeric region of chromosome
19 is also composed of ~171 bp alpha satellite monomers (TRs No. 1159–No. 1216 from
Supplementary Table S2), it completely lacks organization into higher-order structures.
Furthermore, mouse chromosome 19 has no alpha satellites at all, neither in the form of
monomeric arrays, nor organized into HORs. In the mouse centromeric region, the GRM
application finds only ~210 bp and ~384 bp TRs (Supplementary Table S3), which are
organized in monomeric arrays without higher-order structures. These TRs are interesting
examples of highly conserved, tandemly multiply repeated sequences in the centromeric
and pericentromeric regions of the mouse genoma. Namely, it was found that there are
two tandemly repeated sequences in the mouse genome, known as minor (MiSat) and
major (MaSat) satellites, composed of 120-bp and 234-bp repeat units, respectively [62,63].
However, it was shown that there are two levels of subunits within the 234-bp repeat unit (4
7–11 bp basic subunits form 28 bp/30 bp secondary HOR subunits, 228 bp/30 bp secondary
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subunits form 58 bp tertiary subunits and 458 bp/60 bp subunits form 234 bp quartic HOR
units [63]. The differences between the human, chimpanzee and mouse TRs are due to their
different evolutionary development (or possible sequence methods used for covering gaps
in centromere sequence assembly).
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Figure 7. Distribution of repetitive sequences over TR unit length in human (a), chimpanzee (b) and
mouse (c) chromosome 19. (a–c) The range of the abscissa is limited to TRs of length 400 bp for better
visibility. (d) Radar chart with the proportion of bases in TR, divided into five groups according to
the length of the basic TR unit (0–50 bp, 51–100 bp, 101–150 bp, 151–200 bp and >200 bp). Human
340 bp TRs are in most cases alpha satellite 2 mer HORs with basic ~171 bp repetitive monomer.

Table 2. TRs from human chromosome 19 centromeric region. The data are result of the GRM
application and are part of the analysis given in Supplementary Table S1. Some of ~171 bp alpha
satellite arrays in table are additionally organized in HORs as can be concluded from Figure 6 (left
side of Fragment diagram).

TR Unit (bp) No. Copies Start (bp) End (bp) CG(%)

172 163 24,203,386 24,231,348 36.1
172 30 24,237,553 24,242,705 36.1
172 66 24,252,398 24,263,766 36.7
172 23 24,273,657 24,279,543 37.5
172 197 24,286,112 24,320,483 36.1
172 362 24,329,796 24,394,003 36.2
171 32 24,400,265 24,405,823 36.0

2896 12 24,412,442 24,447,210 38.1
171 2302 24,499,052 24,891,328 39.3
340 6721 24,905,001 27,190,218 39.2
340 41 27,241,096 27,255,422 37.5
171 132 27,258,016 27,280,642 36.3
171 163 27,286,672 27,318,118 36.1
171 19 27,321,147 27,324,392 36.8
171 383 27,330,489 27,421,643 36.1
172 187 27,428,565 27,463,476 36.0
172 80 27,469,901 27,500,339 36.2
172 57 27,505,176 27,514,962 37.0
172 335 27,520,248 27,577,951 36.0
172 80 27,583,082 27,596,854 36.6
172 174 27,603,075 27,632,964 35.9

4. Discussion

In this study, we present our new GRM application based on the ideas of Key string
and the GRM diagram that we introduced earlier in Refs. [50,64,65]. As a case study, using
the GRM application, we analyze whole human, chimpanzee and mouse chromosome
19. In these chromosomes, we identify over 10,000 different arrays of TRs and HORs
and analyze three characteristic examples from the human chromosome, which indicate
substantial differences between DNA TR organization in the human, chimpanzee and
mouse genome.
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Let us comment on the comparison with other known computer tools for the identifi-
cation and analyses of TRs [34–49]. Unlike all the listed algorithms, the GRM application
can identify all types of TRs, from the smallest (2 bp TR arrays) to the very large, as large as
tens of kilobasepairs. It is very important to emphasize that the GRM application, unlike
most other TR algorithms, does not require any prior knowledge of sequence structure and
does not require any user-defined parameters or thresholds. In this way, it ensures that
the full spectrum of TRs can be detected in just one step and that results do not depend
on any initial input. Furthermore, it is robust to all types of mutations in TR copies and,
therefore, can identify TRs with various complexities in the sequence pattern. In addition,
the GRM application offers additional GUI tools: (i) the GRM diagram, which can be used
to analyze the internal structure of each TR and to discover possible HOR structures within
it; and (ii) the Sequence report that displays TR sequences as a series of basic repetitive
units with colored nucleotides. In this way, the Sequence report can be used for the visual
and easy identification of all kinds of indels (insertions, deletions and substitutions). Fur-
thermore, this representation of TRs over a series of individual copies can easily be used
for the additional statistical analysis of the differences between them or to search for a
consensus sequence. Finally, the GRM application is very fast, efficient and simple from a
computational viewpoint, with powerful graphical user interface applications. It provides
a fast scan of TRs in a whole chromosome sequence, taking 1–2 min computing time per
average chromosome using MacBook with a 1.6 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5 processor.

Next, let us comment on the possible flaws of the GRM application. The weakest point
of this algorithm is the part of the third step (Algorithm outline), in which we divide the
resulting array into smaller subarrays of variable length. As we explain in the Algorithm
outline, we started with a size of 100 bp for each subarray, calculated a GRM diagram,
and increased the size of a subarray as long as only the peaks of one TR and its multiples
were present. As the upper limit of this procedure, we took the length of 2000 bp. Detailed
analysis indicated that, although the starting subarray was very small, it was still possible
that there were two TRs within it, and that it expanded in the direction of increasing one.
In that way, one of TRs remained saturated by the other. The precondition for this event
is that the saturated TR is also saturated in the previous adjacent subarray, i.e., that the
previous subarray starts with a dominant TR, which eventually saturates a smaller part of
the second TR before the substring expansion stops. From those arguments, it is clear that
the probability of this event is quite small, but it is still possible. Therefore, we started to
develop a new deep learning (deep neural network) algorithm that would replace the third
step procedure described in the Algorithm outline. This algorithm, based on the TR motifs
from the Fragment diagram (Figures 3a, 4a, 5a and 6), will recognize whether there are
one, none or more TRs in a subarray. Based on the algorithm judgment, it will be decided
whether to reduce or increase the starting subarray. This will also allow us to speed up the
GRM application, because the third step will start with a wider subarray and will move in
the direction of expansion or contraction.

Furthermore, there is a minor inconsistency in a way the GRM Report displays HOR
structures (Figure 2a). Namely, in the case when basic monomers are organized into HOR
structures, the GRM application sometimes lists the basic monomer and sometimes the
HOR basic unit, depending on the highest peak in the GRM diagram. This issue can be
resolved in the presented application by the user activating the GRM diagram GUI option
next to each TR with the potential internal structure. We believe that the already mentioned
deep learning algorithm could automatize this process.

5. Conclusions

This paper shows that the GRM application can identify all the TRs in an arbitrarily
large genomic sequence of any organism. Therefore, the GRM application provides the
opportunity to determine the complete TR annotation for different species. Complete TR
annotations will enable the analysis of the TRs’ single-nucleotide variants and monomer
copy-number variants within primates and other eukaryotic lineages and their interspecies
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comparison. In the case of centromeric TRs, these studies could reveal the mechanism of
TR formation and their organization within centromeric regions, which will help us to
understand their role in centromeric function, and in particular their role in the formation
of functional kinetochore. In a general case, the study of interspecies TR differences will
indicate the possible role of TRs in the gene regulatory network and consequently their
impact on morphological and phenotypic difference, disease onset, genetic incompatibilities
between species and evolutionary development.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/a15120458/s1, Supplementary Data S1: Sequence report for Homo sapiens
chromosome 1 assembly GRCh38.p13 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_000022.11), Supplementary Data S2:
Sequence report for Pan troglodytes chromosome 19 assembly Clint_PTRv2 (NCBI Reference Sequence:
NC_000085.7), Supplementary Data S3: Sequence report for Mus musculus chromosome 19, assembly
GRCm39 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_036898.1), Supplementary Table S1: GRM report for Homo
sapiens chromosome 1 assembly GRCh38.p13 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_000022.11), Supple-
mentary Table S2: GRM report for Pan troglodytes chromosome 19 assembly Clint_PTRv2 (NCBI
Reference Sequence: NC_000085.7), Supplementary Table S3: GRM report for Mus musculus chromo-
some 19, assembly GRCm39 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_036898.1).
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